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The Structural Design Language (STRUDL) is a series of com-
puter programs for solving problems in structural engineering. 
STRUDL II, as the major subsystem of the Integrated Civil Engi-
neering System (ICES), was developed at the Massachusetts Insti-
tute of Technology over the four year period from 1965 to 1968. 
The STRUDL program is capable of static and dynamic structural 
analysis of many different types of structures. The structural 
elements which may be used in STRUDL are truss and beam elements, 
various plate and shallow shell finite elements, plane stress 
and plane strain finite elements and composite structures con-
sisting of combinations of structural elements. All of the STRUDL 
analysis capabilities are highly developed and widely used and are 
documented by the STRUDL user's manual (Logcher 1968 and 1971). 
The other structural capabilities of STRUDL include optimum de-
sign of some structural types and nonlinear and buckling analysis. 
Since both STRUDL user' s manuals were written many changes 
have been made in the dynamic analysis program. These changes 
included addition of features :requiring new commands, deletion 
of features and various improvements. There are thus several ver-
sions of the STRUDL dynamics program. The Central Florida 
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Regional Data Center version of STRUDL is Version 2, Mod 2 with 
update 3 and works well. However, the user's manual (Logcher 
1971) does not prOvide adequate guidance for the beginning user 
of the program. For this reason, the beginning user might easily 
conclude that certain features of the program don't work at all 
when, in fact, these features may work quite well. 
Thus the object of this report is to provide the user with 
detailed documentation for the use of the STRUDL dynamics pro-
gram at the Central Florida Regional Data Center. The report al-
so demonstrates the features of the program by examples, including 
correct usage of the various input commands and resulting output. 
Because the dynamic analysis commands and resulting output fonnat 
are nearly identical for all types of structures, this report 
considers the dynamic analysis of plane frame structures only. 
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-II-. S1RUDL DYNA\fiC ANALYSIS 
The STRUDL dynamics program is very versatile because of its 
. . 
many dynamic analysis features. The program can handle a large 
variety of engineering systems provided the system can be modeled 
with dynamic equilibrium equations of the fonn 
MU + CU + KU = F(t) (1) 
where M is the system mass matrix, C is the system damping matrix, 
K is the stiffness matrix, F(t) is the time dependent forcing 
function matrix and U is the matrix of displacements of the system. 
The present version of S1RUDL will solve the above matrix 
equation for eigenvalues and eigenvectors, or for the displace-
ments which result fram a specified forcing function or support 
accelerations. 
The structural system for use in STRUDL may be described by 
reading in the coefficient matrices of equation (1) directly or 
by specifying geometry, connectivity and properties of the vari-
ous structural elements that make up the structure. For this 
case S1RUDL will compute the coefficients of equation ().) . The 
user of STRUDL also has the option of reducing the degrees of 
4 
freedom to be considered. 
Once the structural system has been specified the user may 
request an analysfs for the determination of eigenvalues and eigen-
vectors only, or an analysis of structural response to several 
types of dynamic loading, including stored accelerations for the 
EL Centro earthquake. The user may also specify any conceivable 
time dependent force, support accelerations or response spectra. 
The structural response results then available are internal member 
forces and joint displacements, velocities and accelerations. The 
user also has the option of obtaining structural responses to dy-
namic loading by the input of known eigenvalues and eigenvectors 
and the dynamic loading condition for the structure. Structural 
response results then available in this option are forces, dis-
placements, velocities and accelerations for each dynamic degree 
of freedom. All structural response calculations are carried out 
internally by the nor.mal mode superposition technique (Timoshenko 
1974). 
This report is divided into two main sections. The first 
section describes the commands and gives examples for each com-
mand. Also included in the first section is documentation of the 
subtleties and pitfalls involved in use of the commands. It is 
hoped that this section of the report will also be useful to the 
user in the following two ways: (1) by specifying which comnands 
are optional and which are required for a given dynamic analysis 
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(~) by order~ the commands in a ~ogical input sequence. Also 
included is a list of ''RULES FOR USE OF THE STRIJDL DYNAMICS PRO-
GR.Arv1''. This list -is intended for use as a checklist to help keep 
the user out of trouble . 
The second section of the report. gives the actual computer 
command input and resulting computer output for a number of plane 
frame example problems. This section illustrates the use of the 
YaTious STRUDL features. 
In writing this report, the author presupposes a good know-
ledge, on the part of the reader, of the basic STRUDL commands. 
Figure 1 on the following page provides an overview and flow 
chart of STRUDL dynamic analysis commands. By following the chart 
of 'Figure 1, the user can detennine which cammands are optional 
and can determine the ordering of the cammands in a logical ~t 
sequence. The first section of the report describing the STRUDL 
commands will follow the sequence shown in Figure 1. 
Dynamic 
Loadi ng 
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III. S1RUDL CCM4ANDS AND EXAMPLES 
-.-
This section of the report presents the STRUDL commands and 
examples of commands. The section is organized following the flow 
chart presented in Figure 1. 
A. Specification of Structural Properties 
1. Structural Type, Geometry, Cross Section and 
Material Properties 
Input of all the structural element properties, in some fonn, 
(eg, matrix input, nonnal member and joint input) is required for 
any dynamic analysis except a NORMAL MJDES analysis. For the 
NORMAL MODES analysis eigenvalues and eigenvectors are the re-
quired input. 
The JOINT COORDINATES, MEMBER INCIDENCES and MrMBER PROPERTIES 
are input in the same manner as used in a static structural analy-
sis. The required material properties are E (modulus of elastici-
ty) and DENSI'IY. These material properties are input using the 
CONSTANTS command first (Logcher 1968). Input of density is re-
quired because STRUDL uses the density value to calculate inertia 
when inertia is treated as LUMPED or CONSISTENT. 
2. Inertia of Joints 
The INERTIA OF JOINTS command nrust be used in one of its forms 
except when matrix input is used. 
8 
Use of the STRIJDL command 
---
INERTIA OF JOINTS LUMPED 
results in the assumption that all the inertia (mass) of a member 
is concentrated at its extremities (joints). The program utilizes 
DENSITY and member cross sectional area in making the calculation 
of joint inertia. 
Use of the STRUDL command 
INERTIA OF JOINTS CONSISTENT 
results in the assumption that the inertia of a member is distri-
buted. STRUDL calculates the inertia values us4lg density and 
member cross sectional area. Use of the connnand INERTIA OF JOINfS 
CONSISTENT gives erroneous results for some loading conditions. 
For example, in an INITIAL CONDITIONS dynamic loading the ln-
put initial conditions (joint displacements) were printed out 
correctly from internal storage (result of the PRINT DYNAMIC DATA 
command) . However, the dynamic analysis results for displacement 
at time equals zero were incorrect. In addition, the member forces 
were also incorrect. Specifying INERTIA OF JOINTS llJMPED solved 
the problem. 
9 
Use of the STRUDL connnand 
INERTIA OF JOINTS 6 TO 19, 17, 18 LINEAR X 4.54 
is an example of the inertia of joints specified connnand. Inertia 
properties nrust here be calculated by the user. This canmand spe-
cifies the joint inertia values directly, and is an alternate com-
mand to INERTIA OF JOINTS IlJMPED or INERTIA OF JOINTS CONSISTENT. 
If inertia of joints values are specified directly using this com-
mand and an INITIAL CONDITIONS dynamic loading is requested, the 
analysis will terminate and print the following message: 
DATA LEVEL HAS BEEN REFERENCED BY !FIND OR ALCOAT (Jones 1974) 
3. Damping Properties 
The DAMPING PERCENTS command specifies percentage of critical 
damping in each degree of freedom. If this command is omitted, 
zero damping is assumed in the analysis. Use of this command is 
not necessary in an analysis where only eigenvalues and eigen-
vectors are desired (DYNAMITC ANALYSIS EIGENVALUE). 
Use of the STRUDL connnand 
DM1PING PERCENTS 2. 0 3 
or the command 
DAMPING . 02 3 




Use of the STRUDL command 
DAMPING PERCENTS 5.0 2.0 2 




4. Degrees of Freedom 
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The cammand DYNAMIC DEGREES OF FREEIXM enables the user to 
eliminate certain degrees of freedom of the structure in the dy-
namic analysis. The eliminated degrees of freedom are assumed 
to have zero mass associated with them, and thus, the size of the 
dynamic analysis is reduced. If this command is omitted, all de-
grees of freedom are considered in the analysis. 
Use of the STRUDL command 
DYNAMIC DEGREES OF FREEOOM 
JOINI'S 7 8 9 10 DISPlACEMENT X 
-.-
11 
specifies that the structural dynamic degrees of freedom are only 
trhanslationa1 1 in the X dix-ection, at joints 7 1 8, 9 and 10 and 
that the structure only has four degrees of freedom. 
B. ·Dynamic Loading 
1. Optional User Storage of Dynamic Loading Data 
Use of this feature is supposed to allow the user to store dy-
namic loading data for future use. The stored data may be a force 
time history or response spectra and is supposed to have the capa-
bility of being retrieved in a future run by referencing the data 
name in the JOINT LOADS, SUPPORT ACCELERATIONS or ROW (matrix) 
commands. In fact, the stored infonnation is available only within 
the same computer nm in which it is stored and is not a:vailable 
for future iuns on the Central Florida Regional Data Center com-
puter. 
a. Store Time History 
This co:nnnand is used when a time history is to be stored. 
Use of the STRUDL command 
STORE TIME HISTORY FORCE TRANS 'GRANTORO' 
FAC 2.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.1 1.0 0.2 
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causes storage of the time history called GRANTORO in the user data 
set (DDI) of the_ ~Qllowing force histozy (Units are assumed to be 
kips and seconds . Units kips must have been given in a prior com-
mand.): 
zero kips at time zero seconds 
1.0 kips at time 0.1 seconds 
2. 0 kips at t:ime 0. 2 seconds 
As mentioned, this force histozy is then available only with-
in the same nm in which it is input by referencing the data in 
the JOINT LOADS, SUPPORT ACCELERATIONS or ROW (matrix) commands. 
If retrieval of this force history is attempted in a later run, 
the analysis will fail and the STRIIDL message is printed: 
UNABLE TO RE1RIEVE FILE 'GRANTORO' 
The STORE TIME HISTORY feature thus has little usefulness since the 
same loading may be specified directly in the appropriate command. 
The El Centro earthquake accelerations are on file in the user 
data set (DDI) and may be retrieved and used in any STRUDL dynamics 
nm by referencing file 'EL CENIRO' in the SUPPORT ACCELERATIONS 
command. 
The stored accelerations were at one time believed to be in-
correct bacause the acceleration vs. time values, printed out from 
internal storage to verify input (the PRINT command) were too 
great by a factor of 3. 0. However, the author has verified the 
correctness of the stored El Centro earthquake accelerations by 
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comparing structural responses to these accel erations to responses 
to the El Centro eaxthquake response spectra (see section V .F. 
. - -
of this report) . 
b . Store Response Spectra 
Use of the STRUDL command 
STORE RESPONSE SPECTRA ACCELERATION VS FREQUENCY 'MASTORO' 
DAMPING 0.0 FACTOR 386.4 
.10 1.0 .20 5.0 .30 8.0 
DAMPING .05 FACTOR 386.4 
.08 1.0 .15 5.0 .23 8.0 
is supposed to cause storage, in the user data set (DDI) , of the 
following spectra (units are assumed to be inches, cycles and 
seconds. Cycles JIRlSt have been given in a prior command) : 
For zero damping: 
38.64 in/sec2 at 1.0 cps 
77.28 in/sec2 at 5.0 cps 
115.92 in/sec2 at 8.0 cps 
For 5% damping: 
30.91 in/sec2 at 1.0 cps 
57.96 in/sec2 at 5.0 cps 
88.87 in/sec2 at 8.0 cps 
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As mentioned previously, the stored response spectrum is then 
available for use only within the same nm in which it is input by 
-.-
referencing the data in the JOINT LOADS, SUPPORT ACCELERATIONS or 
ROW (matrix) commands. 
Note that the only way response spectra may be utilized as 
dynamic loading is through use of the STORE RESPONSE SPECI'RA com-
mand. 
If response spectra are stored it is recommended that the user 
store response for frequencies in increments as small as possible 
because STRUDL uses straight line interpolation when retrieving 
response values. Care should be exercised also so that response 
values are stored at the critical frequencies of the structure 
being analyzed. 
2. Dynamic Loading Identification 
Use of the STRUDL cammand 
DYNAMIC LOADING 1 'FUERZADETORO' 
is an example of the dynamic loading identification command and 
identifies the succeeding loading condition. Dynamic loading 
identification ~t precede eaCh dynamic loading condition. 
3. Joint Loading 
This cammand allows the user to specify directly a time de-
15 
pendent loading which is applied to one or more (a list of) joints . 
This loading may be in the for.m of a t±me function of forces or 
- . -
moments or in the fonn of a displacement, velocity or acceleration 
response spectiUIIl. 
a. Time Ftmction of FOtces ·of Moments 
(1) Forces or moments may be ~ecified by direct input of 
force or moment values, combined with, in the next command, the 
respective times at which forces or moment values occur. 
Use of the STRUDL command 
JOINTS 4 TO 7 LOADS FORCE X FACTOR 2.0 53.8 76.9 84.2 
TM PO mrs 1. o 2 . o 3 . o 
applies the foll~g force as a step function, at the times shown, 
to joints 4, 5, 6 and 7 (Units are assumed to be kips and seconds. 
KIPS 1lD.lSt have been previously specified with the UNITS command) : 
107.6 kips at 1.0 seconds 
153.8 kips at 2.0 seconds 
168.4 kips at 3.0 seconds 
(2) Forces or moments may also be applied to joints by the 
specification of a sine OT cosine loading function, as follows: 
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F(t) = v2 SINE (V3t + V4) 
F(t) = the load at time t 
-.-
(force or moment) 
Vz = the arnpli tude of the function 
v3 = the frequency of the ftmction 
v4 = the phase angle of the function 
Use of the STRUDL command 
JOI 3 TO 7 LOAUS FOR X FUNCTION SINE .AMPLI 30. 0 FREQ 10.0 
results in the application of a hannonic loading with an amplitude 
of 30 kips at a frequency of 10 cycles per second to joints 3, 4, 
5, 6 and 7. Or in equation fonn: 
F(t) = 30.0 sin(lO.Ot) 
(Units kips, cycles and seconds are assumed. KIPS and CYCLES nrust 
have been previously specified with the UNITS command). 
b . Response Spectra 
Response spectra may only be specified by reference to and re-
trieval of "stored" response spectra (see also section III .B. of 
this report). Use 0f tlie STRIIDL cammand 
JOINT 7 LOAD FORCE X FILE 'PEANUfS' FACTOR 2. 5 
references 'PEANUTS ' , a response spectnnn which has just been 
stored within the same STRUDL nm. It may be a displacement, 
-.-
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velocity or accleration response spectrum, since STRUDL converts 
all stored spectra to displacement vs. frequency spectra (Jones 
197 4, p. 13) . All spectrum values :in the above example are mul-
tiplied by a factor of 2.5. 
4. Support Accelerations 
This command allows the user to directly specify time depen-
dent accelerations at a support. Accelerations in six directions 
(three translation and thTee rotation) may be specified. The 
only purpose of listing joint numbers in this command is to iden-
tify reference jo:ints when rotational accelerations are specified. 
STRUDL assumes that all supports are connected to a rigid medium, 
and thus only six total accelerations may be applied per loading 
condition. These accelerations are assumed applied to all supports . 
.. 
The accelerations may be specified as accelerations time func-
tions or response spectra. 
a. Accelerations Time Ftmctions 
(1) Accelerations may be specified by direct ~t of accel-
eration values combined with, in the next command, the respective 
times at whiCh these accelerations occur. 
Use of the STRUDL command 
SUP ACCEL TRANSLATION X FACTOR 386.4 .10 .20 .30 
TIME POINTS .5 1.0 2.0 
- . -
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results in the accelerations applied to all supports, with corre-
sponding times as follows (Units are assumed to be inches and 
seconds): 
38.64 in/sec2 (.lG) at time = .5 seconds 
77.28 . I 2 m sec (.2G) at time = 1.0 seconds 
115. g, . I 2 m sec (.3G) at time = 2.0 seconds 
(2) T~e function accelerations may also be applied to sup-
ports by specifying a sine or cosine function. 
Use of the STRUDL command 
SUP ACCEL TRANS X FUNCTION SINE AMPLI 20. 0 FREQ 8. 0 
specifies translational accelerations with an amplitude of 20 
m/sec2 and a frequency of grad /sec for all supports (Units are 
assumed to be inches, seconds and radians). 
b . Response Spectra 
Response spectra may only be specified by reference to pre-
viously stored response spectra. This reference may only be made 
to spectra stored within the same run. 
Use of the STRUDL command 
19 
SUP ACCEL TRANSLATION X FILE 'ELCENRS' 
- . -
references the response spectnun named 'ELCENRS' which has been 
stored within the same STRUDL run. 
5. Initial Conditions 
Caution is advised in the use of the INITIAL CONDITIONS dy-
namic loading connnand. The known problem areas are : 
(1) A problem exists when INERTIA OF JOINTS CONSISTENT is 
specified in a dynamie response analysis to INITIAL CONDITIONS. 
The program runs , but results are incorrect. 
(2) The STRUDL users manual (Logcher 1971, p. 152) discusses 
the problem arising when a DYNAMIC ANALYSIS IDDAL is specified in 
a dynamic response analysis to INITIAL CONDITIONS, and where less 
than the total ntnnber of modes are used in the analysis (Logcher 
1971, p. 165). 
(3) If INERTIA OF JOINTS values are specified directly by 
the user in a dynamic response analysis to INITIAL CONDITIONS, 
the analysis will terminate and print the following message 
(Jones 1974, p. 13): 
DATA LEVEL HAS BEEN REFERENCED BY !FIND OR ALOCAT. 
(4) If a dynamic response analysis to INITIAL CONDITIONS is 
requested using the NORMAL IDDES feattrre (properties specified by 
LJpUt of Eigenvalues and Eigenvectors) the analysis will terminate 
with the message: 
BEYOND 1HE LIMITS OF A DYNAMIC ARRAY (Jones 1974, p. 13). 
Use of the STRUDL connnands 
- - -
INITIAL CONDITIONS JOINTS 2 TO 5, 8, 9 
DISPlACEMENT XT 2. 5 ZR .12 
INITIAL CONDITIONS DISPLACa1ENT XT 2. 5 ZR .12 
JOINTS 2 TO 5, 8, 9 
20 
results in a displacement in the X direction of 2. 5 inches and a 
rotation about the Z axis of .12 radians at time = zero for joints 
2, 3, 4, 5, 8 and 9 (Units assumed to be inches and radians) . 
Use of the STRUDL command 
INITIAL CONDITIONS ROW 
1 DISPLACEMENT YT 2. 0 
2 DISPlACEMENT YT 1.0 
3 DISPLACEMENT YT 1.0 
4 to 5 DISPlACEMENT YT 4.0 
7 DISPLACEMENT YT 1.2 
9 DISPLACEMENT YT .SO 












6. Integration PaTameters 
In a dynamic response analysis, specification of integration 
parameters is always required except where loading is in the for.m 
of referenced RESPONSE SPECTRA. This cOIIBnand specifies the limits 
used in the Duhamel integral and the times at which the desired 
structural response values (force, displacements, velocities and 
accelerations) are to be printed out. 
Use of the STRIJDL command 
INTEGRATE FRCM 0 • 0 TO 5 • 0 AT .10 
specifies that the program will ntmlerically integrate the equa-
tions of motion at an interval of .10 seconds from zero seconds 
to five seconds. This command also specifies the time interval 
22 
at which output data will be printed. The number of integration 
intervals specified here is 50. The user is cautioned that the 
- . -
number of intervals specified in this command must not be too 
large, or the dynamic analysis will end abnonnally, with no user 
error message printed to identify the cause of the failure. There 
will be a system error message printed out, as follows : 
*** SYSTEM ERROR 5. 2 *** 
This message is not useful to the user. 
A method for determining the allowable number of integration 
intervals is not known to the author and there is no guidance for 
this in the STRIJDL manual. 
C. Dynamic Analysis 
One of the forms of this command must always be used in any 
dynamic analysis. 
The command initiates a dynamic analysis of the structure. 
The properties of the structure to be analyzed must have been 
given, prior to this command, either as matrix input or as normal 
structural geometry and properties input (See figure 1 for flow 
chart). 
1. Eigenvalues and Eigenvectors 
Use of the STRIJDL command 
DYNAMIC ANALYSIS EIGENVALUE 
23 
results in the calculation, by the Householder tridiagonalization 
technique, of all the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the struc-
-.-
ture. The eigenvectors are normalized with respect to unit am-
plitude. 
Use of the STRUDL command 
DYNAMIC ANALYSIS EIGENVALUE 4 
results in the calculation of the first 4 eigenvalues and corre-
spending mode shapes (eigenvectors). The tridiagonalization tech-
nique is .again utilized. 
Use of the STRUDL command 
DYNAMIC ANALYSIS ITERATION EIGENVALUE 
results in calculation of eigenvalues by an iterative routine. 
This command is not recannnended if all degrees of freedom are con-
sidered in the analysis and iteration limits are not specified. 
If the iteration technique is used and ITERATION LOOTS (Logcher 
1971, p. 168) are not specified, the program will perform, by de-
fault: "125 iteration cycles with a convergence tolerance for 
eigenvalues of 10-10 and for eigenvectors of 10-s, in calculation 
of eigenvalues and eigenvectors. 
If the number of iteration cycles used is insufficient to 
24 
achieve the convergence tolerance, then the analysis will fail and 
the following error message is printed: 
- . -
STRUDL MESSAGE 10.19 
125 ITERATIONS EXCEEDED FOR EIGENVALUE 8 
VALUE USED IS 346.8 
In addition, no eigenvalues or eigenvectors will be printed. The 
.. 
author recommends the use of the tridiagonalization technique 
mentioned above for calculation of eigenvalues and eigenvectors. 
2. Structural Response 
Use of the STRUDL command 
DYNAMIC ANALYSIS :MODAL 
results in the calculation, by the nonnal modes technique, of the 
structural response to a specified clynami'c loading. Eigenvalues 
and eigenvectors are calculated by the Householder tridiagonali-
zation technique and are available for printout. 
Use of the STRUDL command 
DYNAMIC ANALYSIS MODAL 4 
is the same as above, except that only 4 modes are considered in 
calculations, and only the first four eigenvalues and eigenvectors 
25 
are available fOT printout. 
Use of the STRUDL command 
-.-
D~IC ~YSIS I~TION MODAL 
results in the calculation of eigenvalues and eigenvectors by the 
iteration technique, and the calculation of structural response 
by the nonnal modes teclmique. If the mnnber of iteration cycles 
used is insufficient to aChieve the convergence tolerance (see 1. 
above) the analysis will nm successfully. Eigenvalues and eigen-
vectors are available for printout. 
3. Inoperative Features 
D~IC ~YSIS PHYSICAL is a STRIJDL feature, as described 
in the user's manual (Logcher 1971, p. 196) , whiCh calculates 
structural response by direct integration of the equations of 
motion. However, this feature is inoperative. If such an analysis 
is requested, the following error message is printed: 
*** SYSTPM ERROR 5. 26 PROGRAM 
INTERRUPTION HAS OCClJRRED *** 
D. Output 
Use of output commands gives the user a printout of dynamic 
input data and dynamic analysis results, including the results of 
certain internal computations. The internal computations available 
26 
are the nonnal modes eigenvectors (NORMALIZE EIGENVECI'ORS OFF) 
which may be desired for subsequent use in a NORMAL IDDES analy-
sis, and the accuracy check of eigenvalue calculations (OOMP 
OR'IHOGONALITY). 
1. Input Data 
This command provides the user with a printout of all desired 
input data. The use of this command is optional. 
Use of the STRUDL command 
PRINT DYNAMIC DATA 
results in the printout of all structural and dynamic loading in-
put data. 
2. Dynamic Analysis Results 
Use of one of the for.ms of this command is always required 
in any analysis except a NORMAL MJDES analysis. 
Use of the STRUDL command 
LIST DYNAMIC EIGEWALUES EIGENVECTORS 
results in the printout of all eigenvalues and eigenvectors of 
the structure. No dynamic structural response results will be 
printed. The command DYNAMIC ANALYSIS EIGENVAUJE (or a similar 
command) must have been previously given. When STRUDL prints 
eigenvalues, it also prints the frequencies and periods of the 
. . -
27 
various modes of vibration. The units used in this printout are 
always rad2/sec2 for eigenvalues, cycles/sec for frequencies and 
seconds for periods, regardless of the user specified active 
units. 
Use of the STRUDL command 
LIST DYN EIGENV.AL EIGENVEC DISPL VELO ACCEL :MAX FORCES ALL 
results in a printout of eigenvalues and eigenvectors and the dy-
namic structural responses. The command above also requests all 
available analysis results. The command DYNAMIC ANALYSIS MODAL 
(or an equivalent carimtand) must have been previously given. 
Caution is advised in the use of this command. The above example 
conmand lists all available results. The STRUDL user's :ma.m.Ial 










These results are not available in the Central Florida Regional 
-.-
Data Center version of S'IRUDL II. Moreover, if a request is made 
to LIST any of these results which are not available, the program 
will tenninate with the following statement: 
UNABLE TO RETRIEVE :MOWLE 'QQS'IDSEE' 
Some results, which are available, will be printed out and same 






EI GENV AWES 
EIGENVECTORS 
STRUDL searches the user's LIST conmand, in the order the cOilDilallds 
are given by the user, for FORCES first. If, for instance, EIGEN-
VALUES are requested just prior to the request for FORCES, STRUDL 
will bypass the EIGENVAllJE comnand and print FORCES. Then STRUDL 
proceeds to the next conunand given by the user. If this command 
happens to be a command to print infonnation not available, the 
nm will tenninate at this point with the statement previously 
given. FORCES will be the only information printed out. 
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Other Canments on the LIST connnand: 
(1) Displacements, velocities and accelerations are always 
-.-
printed out for each joint by times. The times used are those 
specified in the integration parameters command (see section 
III .B. 6.). 
(2) Member forces which are printed out for a plane frame 
are axial force, shear force and bending moment. If MAX FORCES 
are requested, the maximum axial forces, shear forces and bending 
moments are printed for each end of each member, together with 
the time at which the maximum values occur. If FORCES (not MAX 
FORCES) are requested, these values are printed for each end of 
eaCh member by times . 
(3) Eigenvectors are always printed normalized with respect 
to unit amplitude unless the command NORMALIZE EIGENVECI'ORS OFF is 
given prior to the LIST command. If NORMALIZE EIGENVECI'ORS OFF is 
given, the eigenvectors are printed out nonnalized with respect to 
mass. 
Use of the STRUDL command 
NORMALIZE EIGENVECI'ORS OFF 
results in the printout of eigenvectors which are nonnalized with 
respect to mass. Use of this command is optional and must be 
given prior to the LIST command. NORMALIZE EIGENVECfORS OFF 
30 
results are required if a subsequent NORMAL MODES analysis is de-
sired. 
-.-
Use of the STRUDL command 
DUMP OR1HOGONALI1Y 
causes the printout of the following internal computations for the 
purpose of checking accuracy: 
cp T M cp = I 
cp T S cp = w2 
where: 
f T is the transpose of the eigenvector matrix normalized 
with respect to mass 
is the eigenvector matrix normalized with respect to 
mass 
M is the mass matrix 
S is the stiffness matrix 
I is the mri.t matrix, which is printed out 
w2 1s the matrix of eigenvalues, which is printed out 
Use of this command is optional. 
E. Optional Matrix Input 
1. Structural Properties Input as :Matrices 
This feature allows the user to input the structural stiff-
31 
ness, mass and damping matrices of equation (1) and obtain either 
(a) eigenvalues and eigenvectors only, or (b) eigenvalues and ei-
-.-
genvectors together with structural response to a dynamic loading 
condition input by matrix. 
Use of the STRUDL command 
MATRIX MASS DIAGONAL 
3 • .3338 4.5840 
MATRIX STIFFNESS SYlvMETRIC 
ROW 1 44480. 
ROW 2 178000. 
-69600. 
results in input of the following matrices with two dynamic de-
grees of freedom: 








In this example, damping will be assumed zero. Note that in a 
symmetric stiffness matrix it is only necessary to input the 
upper ~ight triangle of matrix values, including values on the 
matrix diagonal. 
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2. Nonnal Modes Analysis 
With this feature, the user may input eigenvalues and eigen-
-.-
vectors (eigenvectors must be normalized with respect to mass) for 
the respective modes of the structure, together with the desired 
dynamic loading matrix, and obtain dynamic structural response. 
The response results printed are forces , displacements , velocities 
and acceleratipns for each dynamic degree of freedom by times. 
The following illustrates all the connnands used in a NORMAL.lvDDES 
analysis: 
NORMAL lvDDES 
MODE 1 4187.6 
MODE 2 47937.0 
DYNAMIC LOADING 1 
.4870 .2136 
-.2505 .4153 
ROW 1 FUNCTION SINE AMPLITUDE 10000. FREQ 32.34 
ROW 2 FUNCTION SINE ftlt1PLITUDE 10000. FREQ 32.34 
INTEGRATE FROM 0.0 to 1.0 at .01 
DYNAMIC .ANALYSIS MODAL 
FINISH 
This example is a problem with two degrees of freedom and 
inputs, in mode 1, the eigenvalue 4187.6 rad2/sec2 and the eigen-
vectors, normalized with respect to mass, of .4870 and .2136 (see 
NORMALIZE EIGENVECfORS OFF command). The dynamic loading ftmction 
input is the following matrix: 
33 
10000 sin 32.34 t 
- - -
10000 sin 32.34 t 
Note that the LIST cannnand is not required. The LIST command is 
not required in a NORMAL MODES analysis because results printed 
out are always forces , displacements , velocities and accelerations , 
at the times specified in the integration parameters command, for 
eaCh degree of freedom. 
The user is cautioned that, in a NORMAL MJDES ANALYSIS, no 
units conversion is made within the analysis. It is the respon-
sibility of the user to assure that all units used are consistent. 
For example, suppose that in the example above, the commands were 
changed as follows: 
. . . . . . . . . . 
UNITS KIPS 
DYNAMIC LOADING 1 
ROW 1 FUNCTION SINE AMPLITUDE 10. FREQ 32.34 
. . . . . . . . . . 
Now, in the nonnal scheme of STRUDL connnand usage, this change in 
commands should result in the same dynamic loading, because 10 
kips and 10000 pounds are identical loads. This is, in fact, not 
true in a NORMAL MODES ANALYSIS. The above UNITS KIPS canmand has 
no effect in a NORMAL MODES analysis. 
F. Rules For Use of the STRIIDL Dynamics Program 
1. Do not request any of the following dynamic analysis 
-.-
results for beam elements (Logcher 1971, p. 172). 
LOADS, REACTIONS, STRESSES, STRAINS, PRINCIPAL 
STRESSES, PRINCIPAL STRAINS, DISTORTIONS 
34 
These results are not available and a request to LIST any one of 
them will result in tennination of the program with no STRIJDL 
error message (see section III.D.). 
2. Do not use too many integration intervals (Logcher 1971, 
p. 159) in a dynamic response analysis (see section III.B.). 
3. Do not use the connnand DYNAMIC ANALYSIS ITERATION EIGEN-
VALUE unless ITERATION LIMITS (Logcher 1971, p. 168) are specified. 
4. Do not use INERTIA OF JOINTS CONSISTENT in a dynamic re-
sponse analysis to lliiTIAL CONDITIONS. Results will be incorrect. 
Use INERTIA OF JOINTS IlJ1vJPED. 
5. Do not use specified INERTIA OF JOINfS with an INITIAL 
CONDITIONS dynamic response analysis. 
6. Do not expect STORE TThffi HISTORY to store a loading his-
tory for a future nm. This feature works only when the loading 
history is referenced within the same STRUDL nm. 
7. Do not expect STORE RESPONSE SPECTRA to store a response 
spectra for future use. This feature works only when the response 
spectra is referenced within the same STRUDL nm.. 
35 
8. Do not request DYNAMIC ANALYSIS PHYSICAL. It doesn't 
work and will not print a SlRUDL message to that effect. 
9. Do not change active 1IDi ts from nm to nm when using 
NORMALIZE EIGENVECTORS OFF followed by a NORMAL MODES analysis. 
Allow llllits to be pounds/kips and inches/feet throughout both runs. 
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IV. STRUDL EXAMPLES 
-.-
This section presents example calculations using the dynamic 
analysis features of STRUDL. The two story plane frame structure 
is considered in a dynamic analysis for the follqwing different 
cases: 
Example A.l. - Eigenvalues/Eigenvectors - All Degrees of 
Freedom 
Example A.Z. - Eigenvalues/Eigenvectors - Two Degrees of 
Freedom 
Example A.3. - EigenValues/Eigenvectors - Matrix Input 
Example A.4. - Eigenvectors Normalized With Respect to Mass 
Example B.l. - Sinusoidal Joint Loading 
Example B. 2. - Sinusoidal Joint Loading - Nonnal Modes Input 
Example B.3. - El Centro Earthquake - Stored Accelerations 
Example B. 4. - El Centro Earthquake - Response Spectrum 
A. Example Calculations - Eigenvalues/Eigenvectors 
1. All Degrees of Freedom 
In this example, all the eigenvalues and eigenvectors are de-
termined for the frame shown in Figure 2, which has 12 degTees of 
freedom. This frame is the same as that in the STRUDL manual ex-






~- 20 ' __ ___,~ 
Fig. 2. Two Story Frame 
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ALL JOINTS ARE RIGID 
00Lu1~S (C1 to C4): 
W12 X 40 2 AX.= 11.8 in 
IZ = 310 in4 
BEAMS (Bland B2): 
l\'16 X 40 2 AX. = 11 . 8 in 
IZ = 517 in4 
E = 30 KSI 
Density= .284 lb;in3 
X 
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given below followed by the actual computer output. 
---
Example A .1. : Computer Input 
STRUDL 'VERIFY' ':MANUAL EXA'MPLE ' 
TIPE PLANE FRAME 
UNITS FEET 
JOINT COORDINATES 
1 0.0 24.0 
2 20.0 24.0 
3 0.0 12.0 
4 20.0 12.0 
5 0.0 0.0 s 
6 20.0 0.0 s 
MEMBER INCIDENCES 
'Bl' 1 2 
'Bl' 3 4 
'Cl' 1 3 
'C2' 2 4 
'C3' 3 5 
'C4' 4 6 
MEMBER PROPERTIES 
'Bl' 'B2' TABLE 'STEELWF' '12WF40' 
UNITS INCHES 
CONSTANTS 
DENSITI .284 ALL 
- . -
E 3.0E7 ALL 
INERTIA OF JOINTS LUMPED 
DYNAMIC ANALYSIS EIGENVALUE 







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































ALL JOINTS ARE RIGID 
COL~NS (1 to 4): 
W12 X 40 2 AX= 11.8 in 
IZ = 310 in4 
BENvS (5 to 8): 
W16 X 40 2 AX = 11.8 in 
IZ = 517 in4 
12' E = 30 KSI 
Density = • 284 lb /in3 
X 
1 .... 10'~· ~~ 
Fig. 3. Two Story Frame 
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2 . Two Degrees of Freedom 
In this example, the eigenvalues and eigenvectors are deter-
mined fOT the frame of Example A.1., considering only two horizontal 
translational ~egrees of freedom. This frame is shown in Figure 3. 
Input is given below, followed by actual computer output. 
Example A. 2. : Input 
STRUDL 'VERIFY' ' 2 STORY 2 OOF FRAME' 
TYPE PLANE FRAME 
UNITS FEET 
JOINT COORDINATES 
1 0. 0. s 
2 0. 12. 
3 0. 24. 
4 20. 24. 
5 20. 12. 
6 20. 0. s 
7 10. 12. 
8 10. 24. 
:MEMBFR INCIDENCES 
1 1 1 
2 2 3 
3 6 5 
4 5 4 
5 3 8 
7 2 7 
8 7 5 
UNIT INCHES 
MEMBER PROPERTIES 
1 TO 4 PRIS AX 11.8 IZ 517. 
5 ro 8 PRIS AX. 11.8 IZ 310. 
CONSTANTS 
E 30.E6 ALL 
INERTIA OF JOINT 7 LINEAR X 4. 5840 
INERTIA OF JOINT 8 LINEAR X 3. 3338 
DYNAMIC DEGREES OF FRE:EDCM 
JOINTS 7, 8 DISPL X 
DYNAMIC ANALYSIS EIGENVALUE 


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































3. :MatTix Input 
In this example, eigenvalues and eigenvectors aTe determined 
for the two story frame of Figure 3 utilizing matrix input of 
structural properties. Input and output are given below. 
Example A. 3. : Input 
MATRIX MASS DIAGONAL 
3.3338 4.5840 
MATRIX STIFFNESS SYMME1RIC 
ROW 1 44480. -69600. 
ROW 2 178000. 
PRINT DYNAMIC DATA 
DUMP ORTIIOGONALITY 
DYNAMIC ANALYSIS EIGENVALUE 



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































4. Eigenvectors Nonnalized with Respect to Mass 
In this example, eigenvectors are calculated, for the frame 
of Figm-e 3, which are nonnalized with respect to mass . This is 
required if a subsequent NORMAL :MODES dynamic response analysis 
is to be specified. Input and output are given below. 
Example A. 4. : Input 
STRUDL 'VERIFY' ' 2 STORY 2 OOF FRAME' 
TYPE PLANE FRAME 
UNITS FEET 
JOINTS COORDINATES 
1 0. 0. s 
2 0. 12. 
3 0. 24. 
4 20. 24. 
5 20. 12. 
6 20. 0. s 
7 10. 12. 
8 10. 24. 
MEMBER INCIDENCES 
1 1 2 
2 2 3 
3 6 5 
4 5 4 
5 3 8 
6 8 4 
7 . 2 7 
8 7 5 
UNITS INCHES 
:MEMBER PROPERTIES 
1 TO 4 PRIS AX 11.8 IZ 517. 
5 TO 8 PRIS A¥.. 11.8 IZ 310. 
CONSTANTS 
E 30.E6 ALL 
INERTIA OF JOINT 7 LINEAR X 4. 5840 
INERTIA OF JOINT 8 LINEAR X 3. 3338 
DYNAMIC DEGREES OF FREEOOM 
JOINTS 7, 8 DISPL X 
DYNAMIC .ANALYSIS EIGENVALUE 
NORMALIZE EIGENVECfORS OFF 


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































B. Example Cal~ulations - Dynamic Structural Response 
1. Sinusoidal Joint loading 
so 
In this example, the two story, two degree of freedom £Tame 
of Figure 3 has sinusoidally varying joint loads applied simultan-
eously in the horizontal direction to joints 7 and 8. Three 
loading functions are considered, as follows: 
(1) F = 10.0 sine, (32.34t) 
(2) F = 10.0 sine (142.0t) 
(3) F = 10.0 sine (320.0t) 
The first loading function is applied with a frequency of 
one-half the fundamental frequency of the frame. The frequcney of 
the second loading function lies between the first and second na-
tural frequencies of the frame and the third loading function is 
applied with a frequency well above the second natural frequency 
of the frame . 
Maximum member forces and joint displacements , velocities and 
accelerations are calculated. 
Input and computer output are given below. 
Example B .1. : Computer Input and Output 
STRUDL 'VERIFY' ' 2 STORY 2 OOF FRAME' 




1 0. 0. s 
2 0. 12. 
3 0. 24. 
4 20. 24. 
5 20. 12. 
6 20. 0. s 
7 10. 12. 
8 10. 24. 
MEMBER INCIDENCES 
1 1 2 
2 2 3 
3 6 5 
4 5 4 
5 3 8 
6 8 4 
7 2 7 
8 7 5 
UNITS I~CRES 
MEMBER PROPERTIES 
1 TO 4 PRIS AX 11.8 IZ 517. 
5 TO 8 PRIS AX 11.8 IZ .310. 
CONSTANTS 
E .30 .E6 ALL 
INERTIA OF JOINT 7 LINEAR X 4. 5840 
INERTIA OF JOINT 8 LINEAR X 3.3338 
DYNAMIC DEGREES OF FREEDCM 
JOINTS 7, 8 DISPL X 
UNITS KIPS 
52 
DYNAMIC LOADING 1 'SINE JOINT LOADS, HALF FUNDAMENTAL' 
JOINTS 7, 8 FOR X FUNCTION SINE AMPLI 10. 0 FREQ 32.34 
INTEGRATE FROM 0 • 0 TO 1. 0 AT • 01 
DYNAMIC LOADING 3 'SINE JOINf LOADS, ABOVE 2nd' 
JOINTS 7, 8 FOR X FUNCTION SINE AMPLI 10.0 FREQ 320. 
INTEGRATE FRCM 0.0 TO .10 AT .001 
DYNAMIC ANALYSIS MODAL 















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































2. Sinusoidal Joint Loa~g - Nonnal Modes Input 
This example uses the frame of Figure 3 and the loading con-
ditions are identical to the previous example except the NORMAL 
illDES feature is used to detenn:ine the structural responses. Ei-
genvectors nor.malized with respect to mass are required as part 
of the input in this example and were calculated in Example A.4. 
Input and computer output are given below. 
Example B. 2 . : Input 
STRUDL 'VERIFY' ' 2 STORY 2 OOF Nom4AL MJDES' 
NORMAL :MODES 
MODE 1 4187.6 .4870 .2136 
MODE 2 47937.0 -.2505 .4153 
DYNAMIC LOADING 1 'SINE JOINT LOADS, HALF FUNDAMENTAL' 
ROW 1 FUNCTION SINE AMPLITUDE 10000. FREQ 32.34 
ROW 2 FUNCTION SINE AMPLITUDE 10000. FREQ 32.34 
INI'EGRATE FROM 0. 0 TO 1. 0 AT . 01 
DYNAMIC LOADING 2 'SINE JOINT LOADS, BET FUND AND 2ND' 
ROW 1 FUNCTION SINE AMPLITUDE 10000. FREQ 142. 
Row 2 FUNCTION SINE AMPLITUDE 10000. FREQ 142. 
INI'EGRATE FROM 0 . 0 TO 1. 0 AT 0 .1 
DYNAMIC LOADING 3 'SINE JOINT LOADS, ABOVE 2ND' 
ROW 1 FUNCTION SINE AMPLITUDE 100000. FREQ 320. 
ROW 2 FUNCTION S]}JE AMPLI'TIJDE 10000. FREQ 320. 
INTEGRATE FRCM 0 . 0 TO 1. 0 AT 0 .1 
PRINT DYNAMIC DATA 



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































3. El CentTo EaTthqua.ke - Stored Accelerations 
In this example, the two story, two degree of freedom frame 
of Figure 3 is loaded by the horizontal acceleration history of 
the El Centro eaTthqua.ke tlrrough use of the SUPPORT ACCELERATIONS 
conmand. Structural Tesponses are calculated which include inter-
nal member forces, and joint displacements, velocities and accel-
erations. The input and computer output follow. 
Example B. 3. : Input 
STRUDL 'VERIFY' ' 2 STORY 2 OOF FRAME ' 
TYPE PlANE FRAME 
UNITS FEE 
JOINT COORDINATES 
1 0. 0. s 
2 0. 12. 
3 0. 24. 
4 20. 24. 
5 20. 12. 
6 20. 0. s 
7 10. 12. 
8 10. 24. 
:MB'IBER INCIDENCES 
1 1 2 
2 2 3 
3 6 5 
4 5 4 
5 3 8 
6 8 4 
7 2 7 
8 7 5 
UNITS INCHES 
mffiER PROPERTIES 
1 TO 4 PRIS AX. 11.8 IZ 517. 
5 TO 8 PRIS f\1. 11.8 IZ 310. 
CONSTANTS 
E 30 .E6 All 
INERTIA OF JOINT 7 LINEAR X 4.5840 
INERTIA OF JOINT 8 LINEAR X 3.3338 
DYNAMIC DEGREES OF FREEIXlM 
JOINTS 7, 8 DISPL X 
UNITS KIPS 
DYNAMIC LOADING 1 'EL CRVTRO SUP ACCEL' 
TRANSLATION X FILE 'EL CENTRO' 
INfEGRATE FRCM 0. 0 TO 6. 0 AT .10 
DYNAMIC ANALYSIS IDDAL 


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































4. El CentTo Earthquake - Response Spectnun 
For this example, response spectra for the El Centro earth-
quake aTe referenced as SUPPORT ACCELERATIONS for the two story 
frame of Figure 3. The accelerations versus frequency response 
spectra for the El Centro earthquake were obtained from the Struc-
tural Engineering Handbook (Gaylord 1968). Internal member forces 
and joint displacements, velocities and accelerations are calcu-
lated. The input and computer output follow. Note that results 
are comparable to the results obtained in the previous example. 
Example B. 4. : Input 
STRUDL 'VERIFY' 'EL CEN1RO RES SPEC ' 
UNITS CYCLES 
STORE RESPONSE SPECTRA ACCEL VS FREQ 'ELCENRS' 
DAMPING 0.0 FACTOR 386.4 
.231 .3 .33 .4 .297 .5 .396 .6 .479 .7 .528 .8 .66 .9 
.825 1.0 1.32 1.5 1.32 2.0 2.15 2.5 1.42 3.0 2.15 4.0 
2~31 5.0 2.90 6.0 2.48 7.0 1.39 8.0 1.16 9.0 .999 10.0 
.999 10.3 .9824 15.0 .9324 20.0 .8991 25 .. 8658 30.0 
.8325 34.85 
DAMPING .OS FACTOR 386.4 
.165 .30 .198 .40 .165 .50 .198 .60 .231 .70 .297 .80 
.396 .90 .495 1.0 .528 1.5 .825 2.0 .825 2.5 .825 3.0 
.957 4.0 .924 5.0 .891 6.0 .792 7.0 .66 8.0 
.627 9.0 .528 10.0 .512 10.3 .429 15.0 
.396 20.0 .363 25.0 .347 30.0 .3333 34.85 
TYPE PLANE FRAME 
UNITS FEET 
JOINT COORDINATES 
1 0. 0. s 
2 0. 12. 
3 0. 24. 
4 20. 24. 
5 20. 12. 
6 20. 0. s 
7 10. 12. 
8 10. 241. 
MEMBER INCIDENCES 
1 1 2 
2 2 3 
3 6 5 
4 5 4 
5 3 8 
6 8 4 
7 2 7 




1 TO 4 PRIS AX 11.8 IZ 517 . 
5 TO 8 PRIS AX 11.8 IZ 310. 
CONSTANTS 
E 30.E6 ALL 
INERTIA OF JO!Nf 7 LINEAR X 4. 5840 
INERTIA OF JOINT 8 LINEAR X 3. 3338 
DYNAMIC DEGREES OF FREEDCM 
JOINTS 7, 8 DISPL X 
UNITS KIPS 
DYNM:IIC LOADING 1 'EL CEN'IRO RES SPEC' 
SUPPORT ACCELERATIONS 
TRANSLATION X FILE 'ELCENRS' 
INI'EGRATE FRCM 0. 0 TO 6. 0 AT .10 
DYNAMIC ANALYSIS IDDAL 
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































V. COMPARATIVE RESULTS OF STRUDL EXAMPLES 
A. Example A.l. 
75 
In the STRUDL calculation of eigenvalues and eigenvectors for 
the frame in Example A.l. (see Figure 2) the following assumptions 
were made: (1) The inertia (mass) of the frame was concentrated 
at the six joints. That is, half the inertia of member Bl plus half 
the inertia of member Cl was assumed to be concentrated at joint 1. 
STRUDL calculated these inertia values. This assumption results 
from use of the STRUDL conmand INERTIA OF JOINTS llJMPED (see Sec-
tion III .A. of this report). (2) All 12 degrees of freedom of the 
frame were considered in the analysis. These 12 degrees of freedom 
consisted of translation in the X and Y directions and rotation 
about the Z axis for each of joints 1, 2 , 3 and 4. All degrees of 
freedom are considered in any STRUDL dynamic analysis tmless the 
user specifies the degrees of freedom by use of the DYNAMIC DEGREES 
OF FREEDOM command (see Section III.A. of this report). 
The result of this assumption was that the frame of Example 
A.l. has 12 modes of vibration and 12 associated eigenvalues. Re-
sults then printed out by STRUDL in this example were the 12 eigen-
values and eigenvectors for the 12 modes. STRUDL results shown 
in this report are all 12 eigenvalues plus eigenvectors for the 
first two modes only. 
76 
B. Example A.2. 
The £Tame in Example A. 2. is the same as the frame o£ Example 
A.l. in tenns of the geometry, overall dimensions and member pro-
perties. However, the structural model used in the STRIJDL analysis 
was different (see Figure 3). In the STRUDL calculation of eigen-
values and eigenvectors for the frame in Example A. 2. the assump-
tions were made that (1) the inertia of the frame was concentrated 
at joints 7 and 8 only. In this case, half the inertia of members 
2 and 4 plus all the inertia of members 5 and 6 was assumed to be 
concentrated at joint mnnber 8. Calculation of these inertia values 
was carried out manually. This assumption results from use of the 
STRUDL command which specifies INERTIA OF JOINTS (see Section III .A. 
of this report). (2) only two degrees of freedom of the frame were 
considered in the analysis. These two degrees of freedom were 
translation in the X direction at each of joints 7 and 8. These 
degrees of freedom were specified by use of the DYNAMIC DEGREES OF 
FREEDOM command (see section III.A. of this report). 
The result of these two assumptions was that the frame of 
Example A.2. had two modes of vibration and two associated eigen-
values. 
C. Comparison of Results from Examples A.l. and A.2. 
The frequencies for Examples A.l. and A. 2. are compared in 







Example A .1. 
9.99 
30.3 





Table 2 below sunnnarizes the maximum internal moments and axial 
forces in member 1 at joint 1 for the tlrree sinusoidal loading con-
ditions of Example B.l. 
TABLE 2 
INfERNAL MEMBER FORCES 
Sinusoidal Joint Loads Bending Moment 
(ft. kips) 
Applied at half the 1720 
fundamental frequency 
Applied at frequency between 565 
fundamental and 2nd 








E. Example B. 2. 
The dynamic Tesponse results pTinted out by STRUDL in Example 
B. 2 . were exten1al fo-rces , displacements , velocities and accelera-
tions for the two degrees of freedom of the structuTe. Degree of 
freedom number 1 (IXJF 1) refers to joint 8 and degree of freedom 
number 2 refers to joint 7 of the frame in Figure 3. It should be 
emphasized that in the NORMAL MODES analysis the force results 
printed out were external applied forces at the two degrees of 
freedom (joints 7 and 8). Internal member forces are not available 
in a NORMAL MODES analysis. 
If the results desired by the user are external forces, dis-
placements, velocities and accelerations at the degrees of freedom, 
then the use of the NORMAL lvDDES feature results in a computer cost 
sa~s. Comparative costs for the Central Florida Regional Data 
Center computer are $23. 00 when the structure is input by geometry 
and connectivity, versus $11.00 for the NORMAL IDDES input. 
F . Comparison of Results from Examples B. 3 . and B. 4. 
Table 3 below compares the maximum internal member forces for 
Examples B.3. and B.4. 
TABLE 3 
MAX INTERNAL :MEMBER FORCES 














It is seen in Table 3 that the results are comparable for Ex-
amples B. 3. and B. 4. The response spectTa values were obtained 
from the Structural Engineering Handbook (Gaylord 1968, p. 3-5). 
Results for the response spectra loading condition are thus inde-
pendent of results for the support accelerations loading condition. 
Since results are comparable, it is concluded that the El Centro 
earthquake support accelerations stored in STRUDL are correct. 
80 
VI . CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In conclusion, this paper has presented a detailed examination 
of the structural dynamic analysis capabilities of the ICES STRIJDL 
II computer program at the Central FlOTida Regional Data Center. 
The objective of the paper has been to provide a begimrlng user 
with detailed documentation. 
The beg~g user should first review the ''Flow Chart of 
STRUDL Dynamic Analysis Commands." This flow chart will enable the 
user to detennine which cOliiDlands are required and a command sequence 
for his particular dynamics problem. 
Documentation of correct commands and examples of commands is 
provided in section III. The begimrlng user should review this en-
tire section before attempting to use the program. The subtleties 
and pitfalls involved in use of the commands are presented in this 
section. Also presented in this section are ''Rules for Use of the 
STRUDL Dynamics Program," which gives the user a checklist for 
avoiding trouble. 
Section IV of the report presents the actual computer 
conmand input and resulting computer output for a number of plane 
frame example problems. The various STRUDL features are illustrated 
here and provide the user with solutions which may be useful to him 
as examples of particular types of problems . 
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